Pet Fun
Unit 4 Big Book
pet cat
pet dog
pet pig
pet hog
cat on mat
cat in fog
cat on mom
cat on dog
dog and vet
dad and vet
dad in van
dog in van
pig in pen
hog in pen
pig on hog
hog on pig
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## Code Knowledge assumed at the beginning of this Big Book:

### Vowel Sounds and Spellings:

- /a/ as in *van*
- /o/ as in *hog*
- /i/ as in *pig*
- /e/ as in *pet*

### Consonant Sounds and Spellings:

- /p/ as in *pot*
- /t/ as in *get*
- /k/ as in *cat*
- /d/ as in *dog*
- /g/ as in *hog*
- /h/ as in *hat*
- /n/ as in *not*
- /m/ as in *man*
- /f/ as in *fit*
- /v/ as in *van*